Thursday 2nd April 2020
LO: To write my Fantastic Mr Fox story.

You need to have your plan from yesterday. You are going to be writing your story- start with
your own title e.g. Marvellous Mr Monkey.
• You need to write in paragraphs
• You should spend about 45 minutes writing (but be sure to take a break in the middle)
• You should include descriptive language (adjectives, similes)

Have a look at Miss Campbell’s introduction to get some ideas (look at the descriptive
language) and then use the resources below to help up-level your writing.

Miss Campbell’s introduction of mean characters
Deep in the centre of the city, was the brilliant Bristol Zoo. And in that zoo, there were three
despicable zoo keepers. All three of them were as nasty as any man you could imagine. Their
names were keeper Boris, keeper Dunce and keeper Dean. Boris was a giraffe keeper, he
was enormously tall and twice as fat. When he walked, the ground of the zoo shook and the
animals hid. Dunce was a penguin keeper. He was as short as a stump and just as clever (so
not very clever at all!), his face was always red with rage and he spent his days screaming at
the poor creatures in his care. He left a pungent stench behind him. This was because, every
day he would devour buckets of fish guts, whilst the poor hungry penguins watched. Dean,
on the other hand, was a normal looking fellow, average height and weight. However, he was
the craftiest of the three, evil in fact. He was a lion keeper, but he spent his days strolling
round the zoo making all of the animals miserable. With one exception- Marvellous Mr
Monkey.

Up-levelling
Use an online thesaurus such as this one: https://www.thesaurus.com/
Need help with similes or alliteration? Look here for videos to explain: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zfkk7ty

DO NOT WORRY if you don’t finish your story today- take your time, you can always finish it
tomorrow. You also don’t need to write pages and pages, often less writing means better
quality!

